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Wichita, KS – September 30th, 2012 – Aerospace is one of the prominent industries in Wichita and companies like
Boeing, Cessna, Bombardier, and Spirit Aerosystems are among the notable aircraft manufacturing and large MRO
facilities that make their home at Mid-Continent Airport (ICT).
The City of Wichita runs the airport authority, and they oversee all areas of operation. Chief Greg Martens manages
the operations for Police, Fire-Rescue, and Emergency Responders and met with Todd Bellehumeur, Regional Sales
Director for KAPCO. “With GreenSorb being the product of choice at other airports I went to introduce it to the team
at Mid-Continent Airport. Chief Martens of the airport Police and Fire explained the issues they were having when
using other products to clean up spills in windy or wet conditions,” said Bellehumeur. “After trying out GreenSorb
for themselves they now carry GreenSorb in all their emergency vehicles.”
Robert Avila the Equipment Maintenance Supervisor at the airport commented, "Being the first of my team to use
GreenSorb, it truly surpassed my expectations. I found it made a spill easier, faster, and safer to clean… no matter
the type or condition in which it happened. It's our choice because plain and simple - IT WORKS!"
“Receiving an endorsement from Chief Marten’s team at Wichita Airport is very satisfying for our team, which
includes KAPCO. We’re excited to be working together with a prestigious & progressive aerospace distributor. They
are a prominent supplier to airlines & large MROs, which are around large airports like Wichita (ICT),” said Tom
Uskup, Sorbent Green’s President.
GreenSorb products are eco-friendly, multi-purpose absorbents designed for numerous
industry applications. The all-natural, non-caustic and reusable product has been approved by the EPA for disposal
in public landfills, and is seven times more absorbent than most competing products. GreenSorb is made in the USA
by Sorbent Green LLC.
More details on GreenSorb products can be found at www.GreenSorb.com or follow the company at
www.facebook.com/GreenSorb. Information on KAPCO can be found at www.Kapcoaero.com.
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